
Chapter 4 

Static Obstacle Avoidance of USV 

4.1 Utilizing Ground Vehicle Technologies for Surface Vehicles 

4.1.1 Design of OA controller 

Obstacle avoidance controller is essential - for autonomous, semi-autonomous 

navigation or as a driver assistance system to encounter the collision situations for 

safe navigation. The navigation controller and the obstacle avoidance controller are 

synthesized independently but operate combined since both controllers are essential to 

ensure safe navigation. 

This OA controller is also implemented in Matlab framework, using fuzzy logic 

toolbox and Fuzzy Inference systems (FIS) editor GUI. Trapezoidal membership 

functions are selected as the input membership functions. Sugeno type inference 

system is used for the controller synthesis [7]. 

4.1.1.1 Input Functions 

Two auxiliary input functions are developed to be used as the inputs to the fuzzy 

controller. They are 

a) Collision direction function and 

b) Relative distance function between the obstacle (stationary or dynamic) and the 

vehicle 

Collision direction function is used to take the obstacle direction with respective to the 

boat heading. I1eading angle of the boat and obstacle angle with respective to the earth 

are used to find this collision direction in the MatLab simulation. Collision direction 

angle is measured from the Y axis of the boat frame. Figure 4.1 and 4.2 show the 

measurement of collision direction angle. Calculation was corrected for the whole 

Cartesian plan. The collision direction angle is defined as 
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f3 = 90+8-a ----------------------- ( 4.1) 

Where e is heading angle of the boat and a is obstacle angle. 
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Figure 4.1 - Calculating collision direction 
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Figure 4.2 - Calculating collision direction 

jJ changes near obstacle alone a desired path is presented in Figure 4.4. That straight 

path of the boat is given below (Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.3 - Boats path near obstacle without Obstacle avoidance controller 
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Figure 4.4 - jJ changes near obstacle 
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Figure 4.5- Names of collision direction input membership function 
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Figure 4.6 - Collision direction input membership function to the obstacle 

avoidance controller 

Eight ditierent membership functions are defined for the collision direction input 

function. Triangular functions which are having 10° with were used to input collision 

directions on main axes of the boat fixed frame. Centres of those functions are 0, 

I1 /2. n. 3 TI /2 and 2 TI respectively. Triangular and trapezoidal functions are chosen 

and these functions can be implements with out many complications. The approach of 

naming the membership function is given in Figure 4.6 while Figure 4.5 presents the 

membership functions of the Collision direction function. The radar maps and stereo 

Yision can be used to find this collision direction in real world situations [14]. 
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4.1.1.1.2 Relative Distance Function 

Relative distance towards obstacle is calculated by means of coordinates in the 

coordinate frame system [33]. This is the Euclidian distance between the center of 

gravity of the boat and the obstacle. Two triangular membership functions are defined 

as "Low" and "High" (Figure 4.7). 
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Figure 4. 7 - Relative distance input membership function to the obstacle 

avoidance controller 

The x-scale of these functions may subject to changes according to the dimensions 

and speed of the considered boat platform, but the design and simulation algorithm 

remain same. Inputs for the relative distance function are defined in between 0 to 

I OOm for the simulation. It means that "Low" fuzzy set is define from 0 to 50m while 

·'High" is define from 50m to I OOm. 

4.1.1.2 Rule base of the controller 

rhe rules for the controller are given below. Xdot and Y dot are the velocity 

components of the main direction. Here "DDD" presents the maximum velocity of the 

boat while "DD" and "D" presents the 2/3 and 1/3 of the maximum velocity 

correspondingly. Negative velocities of the above velocities are appeared as 

.. NDDD", "NDD" and "ND". 
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1. If(Col-direc is Y) and (Rei-distance is High) then (Xdot is Zero) and (Ydot is ND) 

2. If (Col-direc is Y) and (Rei-distance is High) then (Xdot is Zero) and (Y dot is ND) 

3. If (Col-direc is Y) and (Rei-distance is Low) then (Xdot is D) and (Y dot is NDD) 

4. If (Col-direc is Y) and (Rei-distance is Low) then (Xdot is D) and (Y dot is NDD) 

5. If (Col-direc is NY) and (Rei-distance is High) then (Xdot is Zero) and (Y dot is D) 

6. If (Col-direc is NY) and (Rei-distance is Low) then (Xdot is D) and (Y dot is DD) 

7. If (Col-direc is NX) and (Rei-distance is High) then (Xdot is D) and (Y dot is Zero) 

8. If (Col-direc is NX) and (Rei-distance is Low) then (Xdot is DD) and (Y dot is D) 

9. If (Col-direc is X) and (Rei-distance is High) then (Xdot is ND) and (Y dot is Zero) 

10. If (Col-direc is X) and (Rei-distance is Low) then (Xdot is NDD) and (Y dot is D) 

11. If(Col-direc is NXY)and(Rel-distance is Low)then(Xdot is D) and (Ydot is NDD) 

12. If(Col-direc is NXY)and(Rel-distance is High)then(Xdot is Zero)and(Ydot is ND) 

13. If (Col-direc is NXNY)and(Rel-distance is Low)then(Xdot is DD)and(Y dot is D) 

14. If (Col-direc is NXNY)and(Rel-distance is High)then(Xdot is Zero )and(Y dot is D) 

15. If (Col-direc is YX)and(Rel-distance is High)then(Xdot is Zero )and(Y dot is ND) 

16. If (Col-direc is YX)and(Rel-distance is Low)then(Xdot is ND)and(Y dot is NDD) 

17. If (Col-direc is XNY)and(Rel-distance is High)then(Xdot is Zero )and(Y dot is D) 

18. If (Col-direc is XNY)and(Rel-distance is Low)then(Xdot is ND)and(Y dot is DD) 

4.1.1.3 Output Functions 

Only two output membership functions are used to reduce the complexity of the 

controller. They are 

1) Velocity component along x axis ( x) 

2) Velocity component along y axis ( y) 

Output surface of the x is given in Figure 4.8 and output surface of the y is given in 

Figure 4.9 .Those velocities are given with respect to the boat frame and they are 

converted to the world frame before calculating the desired boat positions. The 

conversion matrix is given below : 
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Figure 4.8 -X direction velocity output surface of the obstacle avoidance 

controller 
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Figure 4.9 - Y direction velocity output surface of the obstacle avoidance 

controller 

The algorithm for path planning with obstacle avoidance is given in figure 4.1 0. This 

algorithm was developed as a module in MatLab. That module can be reused for 

future works. Few results from the simulations are presented at the end of this chapter. 
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4.1.2 Algorithms for simulation of the controller 
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Figure 4.10- Algorithm of the obstacle avoidance controller 
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Block diagram of the simulation program is shown in Figure 4.11. The algorithm of 

the path planning module is given in Figure 4.1 0. The main module is defined the total 

time span, initial configuration of the boat, goal point and the obstacle points. Then 

those data is sent to the Path Planning Module. The time span, desired path and boat's 

configurations are sent to the Boat's Dynamic Simulation Module. Then the actual 

path and configurations of the boat is taken by the Main module to plot the actual 

paths of the boat. Results from this module are presented from Figure 4.12 to 4.16. 

Relavent MatLab program is given with Appendix C. 
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Figure 4.11 - Simulation setup of the obstacle avoidance controller 
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4.1.3 Simulation Results from the Controller 
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Figure 4.12 - Path starting near root of the coordinate system 
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Figure 4.13 - Path starting near root of the coordinate system 
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Figure 4.14 - Path starting near the left corner of the coordinate system 
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Figure 4.15 - Path finishing near root 
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4.1.4 Summary 
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Figure 4.16- Path starting near obstacle 

This chapter presented obstacle avoidance algorithms for unmanned surface vehicles 

which are already developed for unmanned ground vehicles. A previously developed 

mathematical model and a fuzzy-based navigational controller is utilized with obstacle 

avoidance algorithms, for simulations. This was also implemented in Matlab 

framework, using fuzzy logic toolbox and fuzzy inference systems (FIS) editor GUI. 

Trapezoidal and membership functions ware selected as the input membership 

functions. Sugeno type inference system is used for the controller synthesis. All the 

programs are developed in the MatLab environment. 

Obstacle avoidance control is essential for autonomous, semi-autonomous operation 

of vehicles or as a driver assistance system to encounter the collision situations for 

safe navigation. The navigation controller and the obstacle avoidance controller are 

synthesized independently but operate together, since both controllers are essential to 

ensure the task of safe navigation. 
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4.2 Novel Algorithm for OA 

4.2.1 Methodology of the Novel Algorithm 

Although the Morphin algorithm has been used for many practical applications, none 

of the detailed algorithms has is not published yet. So this section describes the 

development of novel algorithm for USV s, based on Morphin algorithm. 

In this method stereo cameras and Surveillance radars can be use to capture obstacles 

in the field [21]. The captured data is transformed in to a grid. Then that grid is 

utilized as obstacle matrix to avoid that obstacle. Figure 4.17 is presents an obstacle of 

that grid and Figure 4.18 shows the corresponding obstacle matrix with values. Ones 

and zeroes are used to represents obstacles and obstacles free areas. This morphin 

algorithm is basically developed for unmanned ground vehicles but it is not possible 

to use ones and zeroes for them. Because the height and appearance of the obstacles 

on ground are needed to store obviously. But the case is somewhat different with the 

surface vehicles because they cannot overcome obstacles as ground vehicles. So, it is 

sufficient to use ones and zeroes in the obstacle matrix. 
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l_ 

Figure 4.17 - Obstacle in the grid 
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Figure 4.18- Obstacle matrix with obstacle 

Figure 4.19 shows number of arcs projected in front of the boat over the local world

model obstacle map. The number of arcs considered is a function of the map size and 

grid spacing, with the arcs spaced such that one arc passes through each of the outer 

cells. This approach guarantees that each cell in the grid is covered by at least one arc 

so that all navigable paths are considered. Mathematical functions of the circles and 

lines are utilized to calculate the coordinates of the paths. They are put in to a path 

matrix with a path index. Straight line functions are employed for the middle path as 

their radius is tent to infinity . 
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Figure 4.19 - Possible paths of the USV 
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The projected paths and the obstacle matrix is shown in Figure 4.20. Here the paths on 

the obstacles are assigned small weight while other paths are assigned using high 

weights. A curtain weight values are further added for the paths heading towards the 

goal as well. So, the best path is chosen depending on the weights assigned at that 

time. Then the boat moves a certain distance along that path. Again, the new obstacle 

matrix is processed and obstacle matrix is added to the system for other iterations . 
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Figure 4.20 - Possible paths of the USV on the Obstacle matrix 

Coordinates of the obstacles in the navigation area is necessary to be inse1ied in to 

obstacle matrix. The way of extracting obstacle coordinates in to the obstacle matrix is 

presented in the Figure 4.21. 

The transformation is given by Equation 4.1 where obstacles on obstacle matrix are 

presented as OOM and obstacle on world frame is given as Oeff. 
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Figure 4.21 -Obstacle coordinate conversion 

Yom£ = sinB -c~sB Yoeff -ynew + GL [ ] [ ]-] [ ] ro J 
XOOM COS 8 Sill 8 XOejJ -X new 2 ---------- ( 4.1) 

Where (} represents the heading of the boat. 
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Figure 4.22 - Path value calculation 

GL GL 
Path val(i) = --

(Gd, +k) (Td, +k) 
--------------------------- (4.2) 

.J5 r;:: 
vvhere -GL > Td, > 0, '.!2GL > Gd1 > 0 

2 

Equation 4.2 is utilized to calculate the path values. 10 is assigned in to the constant k 

for the simulations in this study. Here the paths on the obstacles are assigned small 

\alues while other paths are prearranged using high values. A curtain weight values 

are further added for the paths heading towards the goal as well. So the best path is 

chosen depending on the weights are assigned at that time [6]. 
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Then the boat is moved certain distance on that path. Again the new obstacle matrix 

is processed and obstacle matrix is added to the system for other iteration of the same 

path. 

4.2.2 Simulation of Algorithms 

. Initially the Novel path planner takes the grid size, sub grid size, goal point and 

obstacle map. Then the coordinates of the curved paths are evaluated and assigned in 

to the Ypaths matrix with pathindex. It was straightforward way to find obstacles on 

each path. Big gaps were formed when y coordinates of the straight line functions 

were utilized. So that another matrix for the straight line functions is defined for the 

sack of inconvenience. Then x coordinates of the straight lines are stored in X paths. 

Evaluation of the goal matrix is done by comparing the obstacle matrix with the path 

matrixes. Minimum distance that boat can travel on each path is stored in the 

Distance _Matrix function. The above process is continued for the each and every path. 

Then the goal direction is evaluated and that value is also employed with the obstacle 

liberated distance to choose the optimum path among each and every possible path. 

The boat is traveled 1;4 of the grid size on the chosen path their after. That whole 

process is presented in simply for the convenience of the reader. The above process is 

developed as a single module. Another module is needed to call that module 

sequentially until the chosen boat reaches the goal. That algorithm is appeared in the 

Figure 4.23. 
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Figure 4.23 -Simplified flow chart of the Novel algorithm 
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